SOS AMAZÔNIA GAME
INTRODUTION
The game takes place in the Amazon, the biome which, in Brazil, occupies 49.29% of the territory
and covers three of the country’s five regional divisions (North, Northeast and Central-West),
being the largest terrestrial biome in Brazil. Unfortunately, deforestation and fires represent the
main environmental problems faced by the Amazon biome. The set formed by these harmful
actions is responsible for serious climate changes across the planet!
However, hope is our greatest power, we can make a difference by replanting deforested areas,
taking care of the vegetation, preventing fires and preserving the native species of the Amazon,
especially the endangered ones.
Our ultimate goal when developing the game is to contribute to a new chapter in the history
of games with the combination of real-world elements (present in the Amazon Biome) and the
infamous blockchain technology - the NFTs.
It is important to clarify that, in addition to the experience of raising awareness of a real problem
in the Brazilian Biome, the game is based on the “PLAY TO WIN” system, that is, our priority is the
profitability of our players.
There will be several game modes within the Sos Amazônia game itself, such as STAKE, FARM,
MINI GAMES.
The player must take care of his own Amazon, the animals, habitats and trees that make up the
region’s Fauna and Flora are his digital assets that will help to preserve the Amazon.
All trees and animals as well as habitats can be bought and sold on the “Marketplace Amazon”,
which was created with the latest in technology to meet the needs of players. It should be noted
here that no NFT will have a definition of values, the entire ecosystem of the game’s NFTs market
will be managed by the players.
Our goal is also to focus on mobile devices so you can take care of your Amazon anywhere and
anytime, with just an internet connection.

AMAZON MARKETPLACE
In our MARKETPLACE, the player will be able to buy and sell the game’s NFTs. In addition, the
Marketplace will also have Premium NFTs from their own unique collections and other products
that will later be exposed to the community.

NFT
The game’s NFTs will be HABITATS, TREES and ANIMALS, with different degrees of rarity.

PUZZLES
These are pieces that can form an NFT. The player will be able to earn as an in-game reward, and
will also be able to buy and sell PUZZLES on the in-game Marketplace.

HABITATS
These are NFTs that represent fictitious territories of the Amazon Biome. The HABITATs will have
different features throughout the game. Initially, they will be needed for the STAKE game mode.

INITIAL OFFER
HABITATS will be offered initially (LIMITEDLY) with the following benefits:
• 3 NFTs
• Participate in STAKE game mode.
• Other HABITAT benefits that will be reported in the future.
OBS.: We emphasize that these benefits will only be in the Initial Offer for Sale of Habitats.

SINGULARITY OF HABITATS
According to the rarity of your HABITAT, the better your experience in the SoS Amazon game will
be and the better the NFTs claimed will be, after fulfilling all STAKE ZERO, according to the table
below:

HABITAT

MOTHER THREE

ANIMALS

COMMON

1 COMMON

2 RANDON

RARE

1 RARE

2 RANDON

SACRED

1 LEGENDARY

1 RARE AND 1 RANDON

FAUNA AND FLORA CHESTS
After the end of the 1st game mode “STAKE ZERO”, FAUNA CHESTS (NFTs of animal species) and
FLORA CHESTS (Tree NFTs) will be offered on the SOS Amazon Marketplace.
In FAUNA CHESTS the player will be able to randomly obtain NFTs of COMMON, EXTINCTION
(RARE) AND EXTINCT (LEGENDARY) animals.
In FLORA CHESTS the Player can randomly obtain NFTs from COMMON, RARE and LEGENDARY
Trees.

NFT DROP RANDOM PERCENTAGE
- The NFTs both acquired by the HABITATS initial offer program and those acquired by the
CHESTS in the marketplace, will follow the following drop percentage of the NFTs rarities:

ANIMALS
COMMOM

78,50 %

IN EXTINCTION

20,25 %

EXTINCT

1%

ÁRVORE
COMMOM

78,50 %

RARE

20,25 %

LEGENDARY

1%

GAME COINS
1-GREEN COIN
The non-tokenized currency GREEN COIN is responsible for the entire internal ecosystem of Sos
Amazônia Game. It will serve, among other functions, to be used in the photosynthesis of trees, in
the purchase of items, access to special events, in the conversion to the Sos Amazônia token.

2-SOS AMAZÔNIA
Sos Amazon Project governance token, more information
about the token see “Tokenomics”.

GAME MODE
1 - STAKE MODE
In this game mode, the player who has NFT HABITAT will be able to participate in the different
forms of STAKE that will appear throughout the game. Rewards will also range from PUZZLEs,
NFTs and Sos Amazon Tokens.

“ZERO STAKE” MODE
STORYTELLING:
The biggest SUMAÚMA (CEIBA PENTRANDA) is an sacred Amazonian tree to the ancient Mayan
people.
Known as the “Tree of Life”, the indigenous people of the region consider it the mother of all trees.
According to the wisdom of the forest, at the base of SUMAÚMA there is a portal, invisible to
human eyes, that connects this reality with the spiritual universe.
So, through the Sacred Sumaúma all the Fauna and Flora is formed, combined with the Habitat
that the Sumaúma was born.
The natives say that this training period takes 60 days.

GAME MODE DYNAMICS:
The player who purchases the initial offer of HABITATS will be able to participate in this game
mode called “FARM ZERO”. Purchasing the initial offer of HABITATS the player will be entitled to
receive 3 NFTs (1 NFT Mother Tree and 2 NFTs of animals) after fulfilling the game mode.
The player will have to supply power to SUMAÚMA 60x until it is possible to claim their NFTs.
The player must supply power to SUMAÚMA every 24 hours.
Having fulfilled the 60x he will be able to claim his NFTs in his play area.

2- FARM ONE MODE
STORYTELLING:
The first step to becoming a PROTECTOR OF THE AMAZON is taking care of your MOTHER TREE.
ARVORE MÃE is responsible for the balance of its Amazon, its existence influences all Fauna and
Flora in the region. It is said that with each cycle of Photosynthesis she rewards those who took
care of her. But be careful: many giant Beetles, a species Native to the region, like to land on the
Mother Tree and suck its Nutrients, delaying its Photosynthesis cycle.

REQUIREMENTS
-Players who own 1 NFT TREE will be able to participate in this game mode.

GAME MODE DYNAMICS:
- Daily the player will have to enter his play area to supply H20 and CO2 so that the Mother Tree
can carry out its Photosynthesis.
- Every 24 hours the player will have to give the Mother Tree 12 H20 and 6 CO2 that will be the
substrates used for her to use Photosynthesis.
- With the completion of Photosynthesis, players will be rewarded in GREEN COIN.
- The rewards generated are according to the rarity of the MOTHER TREE.

- In addition, you must use the frogs, predators of the Bezouro, if they appear in the Mother Tree,
as they delay and harm the rewards generated by the Photosynthesis of the Mother Tree.
- Weather inclement weather interferes with Mother Tree Photosynthesis, protect it from the
weather whenever you feel it is being harmed.

GREEN MARKET
The player will be able to acquire items needed to complete the FARM ONE Game Mode:
•H20 and CO2 - items for the Mother Tree to carry out Photosynthesis:
100 GREEN COIN = 100 H20 ;
100 GREEN COIN = 100 CO2 ;
• The Frogs are the predators of the giant Beetle, species that harm Photosynthesis and,
consequently, the rewards of the Mother Tree.
50 Green Coin = 5 Frogs;
•The Greenhouse protects the Mother Tree from the weather, which hinders its Photosynthesis
process.
50 GREEN COIN = 10 Greenhouses;

CONVERSION BETWEEN GREEN COIN AND TOKEN SOSAMZ
- In the FARM ONE game mode, the player will be able to swap, within the Game Platform,
between the SOSAMZ token and the non-tokenized game currency GREEN COIN.
Initially CONVERSION between them will work as follows:
•SOSAMZ to GREEN COIN: 1 SOSAMZ = 100 GREEN COIN;
•GREEN COIN for SOSAMZ: 1,000 GREEN COIN = 1 SOSAMZ;

NOTE 1 :
The conversion rate exposed above was based on a certain number of players, if the growth
is greater than expected, conversion rates can be changed for the sake of the game mode’s
economy.

NOTE 2:
The conversion rate above deals only with the “FARM ONE” game mode, so other modes that may
have in the game, as well as other FARMS will not necessarily follow the same conversion rate.

2.2 FARM FINALE MODE
STORYTELLING:
The true PROTECTOR of the Amazon has to take care of it as if it were his own home... It is not an
easy mission to take care of animals and plants, help the Indians, maintain the streams with their
clear waters and prevent the Amazon from great fear that is Deforestation Only the PROTECTOR
is able to be always present to take care of his AMAZON!

GAME MODE DYNAMICS:
-In this phase of the game, the player will have to be a legitimate PROTECTOR of the Amazon,
performing various actions to take care of the BIOMA. For example, taking care of animals, plants,
the Mother Tree and ensuring that the waters of the streams are not dirty, as well as the worst
enemy of the Amazon: Deforestation!
- This game mode is similar to the “LITTLE FARM / FAZENDINHA” style, more specific information
about the FARM FINALE will be exposed later on all SOS AMAZÔNIA channels.

3- MINIGAME MODE
STORYTELLING:
With Peace reigning in the Amazon, the animals celebrate! After a good hunt and that race bet
comes in the jaguars, it’s time to relax fishing with friends. But even at that time, there’s always
some guy wanting to make fun of the other.

REQUESTS:
-Players who have Animal NFTs will be able to participate in this game mode.

GAME MODE DYNAMICS:
- In this game mode, several MINI GAMES and SPECIAL EVENTS will be launched to be played by
owners of animal NFTs, such as:

FISHING
- They say to the 4 corners of the Amazon that fishing is the favorite activity of the animals of the
Amazon! Help your animals to fish and get rewards.

HUNTING
- Prepare your best hunters and may the best win!

RACE
- Now is the time to put your “Pantera” animals in a MINIGAME game exclusive to players who
have jaguar NFTs.

CATCH THE SHOCK!
- Choquinha is a bird native to the Amazon, he usually keeps valuable items with him...
Put your bird NFTs in play to find out!

NOTE 1:
It won’t just be these Mini Games in the game, and these and others can be changed for the best
progress of the game and its rewards.

NOTE 2:
The player will receive different rewards according to the MINIGAME, specific details will be
unraveled with the Launch of each MINIGAME.

REWARDS
Our main goal is to provide a P2E game that is profitable and has a long life. For this, our reward
system will range from NFTs, NFTs PUZZLEs, SOS AMAZON TOKEN and GREEN COIN (which can
be converted to Sos Amazon Token).

TOKENOMICS
TOTAL SUPPLY: 200,000,000
The Vesting of the Developers’ portfolio will last for 10 months, considering
10% participation per month.

NOTE:

All Tokens that are not sold in the Pre Sale will be burned.

GAME ROADMAP

Q4/2021

Q1/2022

Q1/2023

• Game concept research

• Develop NFT Game

• Beta Farm Finale

• Business model development

• Initial Habitat Offering

Q2/2023

• Internal Market Network

• Public Token sale

• First Mini Game Release

• Private Sale

• Stake Zero Game Mode
• Beta Marketplace
Q2/2022
• Initial Pack Fauna and Flora offering
• Marketplace
• Crafting system
• New Partnerships
• Farm One Game Mode
Q3/2022
• Ambassador
• Stake Game Mode
• Crafting system
Q4/2022
• Character expansion
• Final Developing Farm Finale

